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VFC Overview

Welcome to the VFC User Guide. This document explains the purpose of VFC and how to use it. Please see the separate VFC Installation Guide for installation instructions and the FAQ for answers to common questions and troubleshooting suggestions.

Background

VFC is used by digital forensic investigators to create a virtual copy of a suspect computer. The process is forensically safe and does not modify any original evidential data. This procedure allows the investigator to experience the original desktop environment just like the original user. This puts the investigator “in the room” with the suspect, providing invaluable access to software and data that cannot be easily found with a typical “dead box” examination.

In some cases, an experienced investigator could manually perform some of the processes performed by VFC. However, this would be time-consuming and error-prone. VFC automates the process and applies almost 15 years of acquired knowledge to fix numerous known issues and quickly produce a compatible and stable virtual machine in seconds. VFC removes the guesswork from virtualisation and allows the investigator to concentrate on the investigation.

VFC is typically used with a forensic “image” that has been previously created from a physical disk. The use of images is a standard industry practice that ensures the continuity of evidence and avoids the possibility of damaging or contaminating original evidence. VFC can also be used with a physical disk drive. However, in this case, we would strongly recommend that it is connected via a forensic “write blocker” to ensure that no changes are made to the original material.

VFC is compatible with a range of common image “mount” tools and also ships with a built-in mount tool called VFC Mount. This supports the following common image formats:

- .e01
- .ex01
- .aff4
- .vmdk
- Raw / spanned image e.g. .dd, .img, .bin, .raw, .001 etc.

VFC works by creating a temporary disk cache and directing all subsequent reads and writes ‘through’ this cache. This emulates normal read/write behaviour and allows the guest operating system and installed software to function normally. This process is forensically safe and no changes are made to the original image files or disk.
Advanced Features

VFC has many advanced features not found in other tools. These are built on over 10 years of research and development. The software detects and fixes a large number of potential compatibility issues to maximise the chance of producing a viable virtual machine. VFC is expected to work over 95% of the time but may fail if the system configuration is particularly unusual or there were serious problems on the original hardware before the system was imaged and then virtualised. In these cases, we publish a variety of tips and workaround in the VFC FAQ and provide a comprehensive technical support service if required.

Advanced VFC features include:

- Automatic detection and correction of disk geometry issues
- Automatic target OS detection from Windows 3.1 to Windows 10
- Support for Linux, Sun Solaris and other UEFI based operating systems (some experimental)
- Detection of Windows OS details such as last boot time, user names and password hashes
- Support for SCSI, IDE and SATA mass storage controllers
- Numerous compatibility fixes for problem hardware, drivers, software and OEM utilities
- Windows password bypass disables password validation (now with fuzzy logic)
- Generic password reset allows access to “live” accounts and resets passwords
- Built-in mount tool with specific VMware compatibility features
- Integration third-party forensic analysis tools including EnCase and X-Ways Forensics
- Rapid analysis and VM creation (typically ~ 1 minute)

Basic Workflow

VFC can be used in a variety of ways. The basic process is very quick and simple:

- Mount the evidence file using mount tool (or attach a [write-blocked] physical disk)
- Select the disk and then the relevant partition
- Generate the machine and launch it with VMware

This document explains how to use VFC in a variety of different scenarios. Please see the separate VFC Installation Guide for installation instructions and the FAQ for answers to common questions and troubleshooting suggestions.

VFC License Manager

The VFC License Manager tool can be used to check and upgrade your current VFC license. Please see the VFC FAQ for instructions on how to use License Manager.
The VFC User Interface

The VFC user interface is simple and easy to navigate. It consists of several tabs along the top providing quick access to different feature areas. The majority of day-to-day tasks can be performed using just the “Create VM” tab:

The tabs have the following functions:

- **Create VM** – Analyse and create a virtual machine from image/disk
- **Modify Hardware** – Modify virtual machine hardware such as add disks or enable networking
- **Patch VM / Restore Points** – Used to re-patch an existing VM or one that has been temporarily broken by using the Windows System Restore Point feature
- **Password Bypass** – Disable password authentication on a variety of Windows VMs
- **Standalone VM** – Create a standalone copy of VM for use without VFC
- **Settings / Tools** – Configure VFC / Windows features
- **Mount / Explore VM** – Mount a VM and access its file system
- **License** – Display VFC end user license agreement (EULA)
- **About** – VFC version information and quick access to PDF guides and updates
**VFC: Step-by-Step**

**Mount a forensic whole disk image**

The first VFC task is typically to mount the forensic “image” that you wish to analyse. Mounting the image makes it appear to the host system, VFC and VMware that it is connected as a “real” physical disk. In most cases, with industry-standard image formats such as .E01, .Ex01 and .AFF4, this process is forensically safe and does not alter the original image. We recommend taking additional care with other image formats, such as .VMDK, .VHD and .DD that were not originally designed for forensic use. These formats can be used safely provided they are mounted “read-only”.

VFC can be used with a variety of different mount tools. These can be useful to extend the number of formats supported and allow VFC to be used in many creative ways. VFC has been successfully used with the following:

- Mount Image Pro v5/6
- FTK Imager v4.x
- OSF Mount v3
- Guidance Software Encase PDE (Physical Disk Emulator)
- Arsenal Imager Mount (AIM) v3.x

VFC is supplied with a built-in mount tool called **VFC Mount**. This tool supports forensically safe, read-only, mount of common image formats such as: .eE01, .Ex01, .AFF4, .VMDK. It also supports Raw / spanned image formats including: .DD, .IMG, .BIN, and .RAW. We recommend using VFC Mount if possible. We have optimised VFC Mount for use with VMware and it includes several features to maximise compatibility and to avoid common problems.

**Using VFC Mount**

To use VFC Mount for the first time:

1. Launch **VFC Mount** using the icon located at the bottom right of the VFC screen:

   ![VFC Mount Icon](image)

2. If this is the first time you have used VFC Mount, it may be necessary to install the mount driver. This is indicated by the red text “Warning: Driver is not installed”
3. Click **Install Driver** to install the driver

4. If prompted, click **Install** (see screenshot) to authorise driver installation

*TIP: This procedure is typically only required the first time VFC Mount is used or following the installation of a significant new version. Please note that regardless of the installed version of VFC, the 32-bit version of VFC Mount must be used on 32-bit systems and the 64-bit version of VFC Mount must be used on 64-bit systems. VFC automatically loads the correct version.*
Disable Windows automatic file system mounting

Before using VFC Mount for the first time, we recommend checking the box to disable Windows automatic file system mounting. This will prevent Windows “locking” images as they are mounted and greatly reduce compatibility problems with VMware:

Note: This feature means that Windows will not automatically allocate a drive letter for disks/images that are mounted in future. If you need this behaviour again, simply untick the box again or manually assign a drive letter using the Windows Disk Manager tool.

Mounting a Drive with VFC Mount

To mount an image with VFC Mount, proceed as follows:

1. Click Mount
2. Browse to the folder containing the desired image
3. Select the image
4. Click Open
Mounting Multiple Images

If necessary, you can mount multiple images with VFC Mount. To do this, simply click Mount again and select the desired image. This technique may be necessary when virtualising systems that had multiple physical disks installed.

*TIP: We recommend mounting all applicable images before using VFC to create a virtual machine.*
Unmounting Images

Once you are finished with a mounted drive, simply highlight the no-longer-required images and click Unmount. If necessary, you can select multiple drives by using Control+Shift:

TIP: Please remember that when you unmount an image it is equivalent to unplugging a physical disk. Any running VM that is using that image will immediately fail. We recommend you leave images mounted until all VMs are closed. It is not necessary to unmount images before shutting down the workstation; this will happen automatically when you log out of Windows.

Closing VFC Mount

VFC Mount runs in the background and is independent of the VFC application. This is required to ensure that images remain mounted whilst they are used in VMware. To access VFC Mount again, simply click on the icon in the system notification (tray) area:
Mounting a Disk with External Mounting Tools

VFC provides icons to launch common mount tools. This currently supports FTK Imager (FTK), Mount Image Pro (MIP) and OSFMount v3 (OSF). These “quick launch” icon(s) will appear in the bottom left of the VFC application when the associated third-party applications are installed:

![FTK MIP OSF icons]

Tips for using FTK Imager

We recommend the following configuration when using FTK Imager with VFC:

- Mount physical only (not logical)
- Block device / read-only

![Mount Image To Drive window]

**TIP** If using either Encase PDE or the FTK Imager mount function, closing either of these applications will cause the image to dismount. The MIP GUI can be closed but will minimise the application to the system tray whilst maintaining the mounted status of the image, similar to the behaviour of VFC Mount, as described in the section above.

**NB2** If you need to select the OS folder using the Options screen in VFC you may need to mount the drive as Physical AND Logical.
Enumerating mounting drives (Selecting source drive)

Once the desired forensic images have been mounted, the next task is typically to identify the drive to VFC. To do this, proceed as follows:

1. Click the **Enumerate Drives** icon:

![Enumerate Drives Icon]

2. Select the desired (emulated) drive:

![Select Physical Mounted Disk]

3. Click **OK**

**TIP:** Rarely, you may need to reboot the forensic workstation and remount the drive before it is visible to VFC. This happens when Windows ceases to notice new disks have been mounted and can happen after a large number of disk images have been mounted/dismounted.

Selecting target partition / file system
Once the desired drive has been selected, proceed as follows to select a system partition to analyse. In most scenarios, the desired partition will be the largest one and may be marked “Active”:

1. Click the desired partition/volume:

   ![Image of drive selection](image1)

2. Wait for VFC to analyse the file system. This will typically take a few seconds.

3. In some cases, VFC may not recognize the guest operating system. This can happen if you select the wrong partition. In this case, please first check the target partition is correct and if necessary, try again:

   ![OS Folder not found error message](image2)

   ```
   VFC could not locate the OS folder!
   Please either
   1. Select a different partition or
   2. Use the options screen to manually select the OS folder
   NB The OS folder may NOT be on the Active partition
   ```

4. Alternatively, try unticking Auto-Analyse partitions and try again:

   ![Auto-Analyse partitions option](image3)
5. For most Windows guest operating systems, VFC will automatically detect the OS version and configuration. The detected OS/edition is displayed beneath the list of file systems. If the selected configuration is incorrect, please amend it before proceeding further:

![Guest OS Detection Screen](image)

**TIP:** VFC may not recognize the specific version of Linux / UEFI-based operating system. In this case, please use the drop-down boxes to select the closest match possible. It is not necessary to have an exact match but please ensure you select the correct platform as either 32-bit or 64-bit.

**TIP:** It is not essential that VFC recognize the specific OS version. In many scenarios, the built-in fallback behaviour of VFC will still result in a viable virtual machine. The process is very quick and it should not take very long to find a configuration that works.

6. For many common operating systems, VFC will be able to detect specific operating system parameters. Depending on the scenario, this may include the OS name, last boot/shutdown/used time, registered own, time zone, user names and in some cases password hashes:
**TIP:** This Target System Information (TSI) may be valuable in an investigation. For instance, the last shutdown time may indicate if the system was in use at a time of interest and the user names indicate who regularly used the computer or give password clues. The password hashes may be used to “crack” the password and gain access to both the system and other software secured with the same password. VFC embeds this information into both the VFC log file and the VM configuration file so that it is visible within VMware. It can also easily be copied from VFC into a forensic examination report. Please see below for an example of using the password hashes.

7. When you have determined that the OS detection is correct, enter a suitable VM name and disk name:

**TIP:** You can also adjust the VM start-up date/time. Initially, this is set to the time that the guest OS last shutdown. However, it may be desirable to set this to a previous time. For instance, this can be used to gain access to time-limited software.
8. If necessary, additional VM creation settings may be configured by clicking the Options (cog) icon. These are explained in more detail later in this guide.

9. Click **Make New VM** and follow the on-screen prompts to create the virtual machine:

![Make New VM](image)

10. Finally, click **Launch Now** to start the VM immediately in VMware:

![Launch Now](image)

**The VFC Log File**

For each session of VFC, a log file is created that records details about the host system, guest OS details, connected drives and VFC configuration. This information can be included in a forensic report and, if necessary, used to replicate the process used to generate the virtual machine.

The log file can act as contemporaneous notes, to support an investigation and can also help with validation and verification for the international laboratory standard, ISO 17025. The log file records each step of the VFC process with time and date stamps, (from the host system). We recommend saving a copy of the Log file for each VFC VM generated:
TIP: VFC creates one continuous log file for each session. It does not differentiate between cases or virtual machines. You may like to clear the log file before starting a new case.

TIP: The log file is a working document. VFC needs to write to it constantly to maintain the forensic audit trail of what has been done to the target system. If the log file is open, VFC will not work (you’ll see a blue circle instead of a cursor). As it says at the foot of the log file, “Please close the log file before continuing to use VFC”.
Saving and Clearing the VFC Log File

1. To avoid cross-contamination of data from different cases or VMs, use the **Clear Log File** button:

2. You will be asked if you wish to save a copy of the log file (recommended):

3. When saving the log, select a target file name:
Advanced: Using detected system information to crack account passwords (Target System Information)

Whilst VFC provides two different password bypass techniques, it may sometimes be desirable to access the guest system with the original password. For instance, this can provide access to other software that was secured with the same password or data that was encrypted with the Windows Encrypted File System (EFS). The user name/password may also provide other clues that allow the investigator access to other software and systems used by the same user. In such cases, it may be possible to use the password hashes found by VFC to “crack” the password and gain access.

The password hashes are included in the VFC log file. These can be cracked using “rainbow” tables and online solutions such as www.hashkiller.co.uk or the paid-for www.crackstation.net. To access the password hashes proceed as follows:

1. Click VFC Log (or manually open the log file in Notepad or similar)
2. Scroll down to the Target System Information section
3. Locate the desired user account and select the password hash
4. Copy the hash into the tool of choice to crack it
Opening the virtual machine directly in VMware

Once VFC has generated the virtual machine, it can be directly opened in VMware. To do this, please proceed as follows:

1. Ensure that VMware is launched with Administrator privileges (see above and FAQ)

2. Select File / Open

3. Click Power On

4. If necessary, press `F2` to access the VMware BIOS setup tool or `Esc` to access the boot menu
Advanced: Changing the VMware boot order

The default boot order is Floppy Disk, Hard Disk then CD-ROM. Typically, the Boot Menu will need to be accessed in circumstances where you wish to boot from a CD or an attached ISO image. It may also be necessary to change the boot order if multiple (virtual) hard disks are present.

To access the VM boot menu, proceed as follows:

1. Start the virtual machine
2. Quickly, click into the virtual machine (so the keyboard input is captured)
3. When prompted, press F2
4. Select the desired boot item:

![Boot Menu]

**TIP:** You can also use the keyboard shortcut “Ctrl + Alt” to switch between inputs. Once you are focused on the VM, access to the virtual keyboard will be enabled and pressing the ‘Esc’ key will display the Boot Menu. The Keyboard shortcut ‘Ctrl + Alt’ can also be used to switch between VMware application key-entry (the main VMware window) and interacting with the VM itself.

**TIP:** VFC will set the boot delay to 3 seconds (3000 milliseconds) to allow easier access to the boot menu. This value can be manually increased further by editing the generated .vmx file and adjusting the ‘bios.bootDelay’ setting. To allow a 10-second delay, set this value to ‘10000’.
Changing default behaviour with VFC Options

The VFC Options screen may be opened by点击 the “cog” icon. This allows advanced features of VFC to be customised. In most cases, these should not need to be changed:

The available settings have the following meanings are described in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature / Setting</th>
<th>Meaning / Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fix mass storage issues</td>
<td>Automatically correct known problems when moving from one mass storage architecture to another. This feature is enabled by default and will resolve most STOP 0x7B errors during Windows guest OS start-up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create baseline snapshot</td>
<td>Create a virtual machine snapshot before first launching the VM. You can quickly revert to this snapshot if the VM becomes damaged or you wish to return to the initial guest start-up state without re-creating the VM. This feature is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logon command prompt (XP only)</td>
<td>Display a system-level (root) command prompt on the login screen. This feature is only available for Windows XP. For later systems, we recommend using the GPR feature (see below) which provides the same feature on all supported Windows operating systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator logon on welcome screen (XP only)</td>
<td>This feature is deprecated and will be removed in a future release. We recommend using the GPR feature (see below) which provides the same feature on all supported Windows operating systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split virtual disk into 2GB chunk</td>
<td>Split virtual machine disk files into 2GB chunks. This may be necessary if the files are stored on a file system that does not support large files (e.g. FAT).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable auto-reboot on system crash</td>
<td>Prevent Windows guest OS from rebooting if start-up fails. This can be useful to diagnose and troubleshoot start-up problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix ‘known’ VM conversion problems</td>
<td>Correct a variety of VM conversion problems caused by problem hardware, drivers, software and OEM utilities. This feature is enabled by default.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix XP WPA (XP only)</td>
<td>Temporarily disable Windows XP product activation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inject Windows Generic Password Reset (GPR) tool</td>
<td>Install the VFC Generic Password Reset (GPR) tool to Windows guest OS. This tool may be used to reset passwords and gain access to accounts secured with a “live” account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit RAM to 2GB</td>
<td>Limit guest OS RAM to 2GB. The default is to use the RAM size last used (if known). This feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver interface</td>
<td>Override the mass storage interface used by VFC. Typically, VFC will automatically select a mass storage interface based on analysis of the guest OS. VFC prefers the SCSI interface but will also use IDE or SATA in certain circumstances. This feature may be used to override the default selection if the guest OS fails to boot. In this case, we recommend selecting the option that matches the original hardware configuration. Tip: This may be necessary if VFC is unable to access the guest OS system files. For instance, this can happen if the guest is secured with BitLocker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS folder</td>
<td>Override the target OS folder used by VFC. In most cases, VFC will correctly detect the Windows OS folder that contains the system files. However, on some systems with non-standard configuration or dual-boot this may fail. Use this operation to override the default target folder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial display resolution (XP only)</td>
<td>Configure the guest OS display resolution. This feature is only available for Windows XP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message delay</td>
<td>This feature is no longer used and will be removed from a future release of VFC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process delay</td>
<td>This feature is used by Technical Support to workaround problem host system configurations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modify Hardware tab (add additional hard drives, network cards etc.)

The Modify Hardware tab may be used to conveniently add or remove hardware from the virtual machine configuration directly from within VFC. This may be useful to add additional virtual hard disks or enable networking. A similar feature is directly available in VMware and this may also be used to modify the VM configuration.

To modify hardware, please proceed as follows:

1. Click **Modify Hardware**

2. Click **Select VM**

3. Locate the desired virtual machine (VMX file) and click **Open**:
4. Review the virtual hardware configuration:

![Virtual Machine Settings Table]

5. If you wish to add hardware, click **Add** and follow the on-screen wizard.

6. Similarly, if you wish to remove hardware, click **Remove**.

For example, to add a virtual hard disk, proceed as follows:

1. Click **Add**

2. Select **Hard Disk** and click **Next**:

![Add Hardware Wizard]

3. Select a disk type and a driver interface:
TIP: If you wish to add another forensic image, mount that image using VFC Mount (or your preferred mount tool) and then select User Physical / Mounted Disk. The driver interface should normally match that used for the main system disk. In most cases this is SCSI. The exception to this rule is that older (Windows NT 3.x and Windows 9x) systems will typically require IDE and contemporary UEFI-based systems will typically require SATA. If in doubt, try the interface used on the original hardware.

4. Click Select and select the desired physical (or emulated) disk, the enter a virtual disk file name and other required disk properties:

5. Click Finish and then Save to complete the process
VMware SCSI warning

When starting the VM for the first time, you may see the following message:

![VMware SCSI warning dialog]

This message indicates that VMware may perform better with a non-SCSI mass storage interface. However, VFC prefers the SCSI interface because, whilst it may have marginally poorer performance it is more likely to result in a successful VM conversion. In most cases, you can safely tick the box and ignore this warning.

Patch VM / Restore Points tab (VM repair)

The Patch VM / Restore Points tab may be used to repair an existing VM that fails to boot or is otherwise not functional. This re-applies the various compatibility changes provided by VFC and is similar to the process used when creating a new VM. This procedure can be particularly useful after using the Windows System Restore feature to restore the guest system to a previous point. This may remove the changes made by VFC and leave the system in an unusable state.

To patch a VM, please proceed as follows:

1. Click **Patch VM / Restore Points**:

2. Click **Select VM**, locate the desired virtual machine (VMX file) and then click **Open**:

3. If prompted, select the target system partition (this is only necessary if multiple partitions are present)
4. Click **Patch VM** and wait for the operation to complete (this will typically take a few seconds):

![Patch VM interface](image)

5. Click **Launch VM** to start the virtual machine and confirm that it is now functional

---

**Password Bypass tab (PWB)**

The **Password Bypass** tab may be used to gain access to password protected Windows systems. The PWB operates by performing an in-memory patch on the guest OS to temporarily disable password authentication. This is useful to gain temporary access and the normal configuration is restored when the VM is next restarted:

![Password Bypass tab](image)

**TIP:** The PWB feature can be very useful but does not support Windows “live” accounts. To access these accounts, a system-level (root) command prompt and make persist password changes please use the **Generic Password Reset (GPR) feature.** This is described later in this guide. Please note that PWB is currently only available for Windows guest OS.

To use the PWB feature, please proceed as follows:

1. Start the Windows-based VM and wait for it to boot to the login prompt

2. Attempt to log in with any password (this will fail)
3. Use VMware to suspend (pause) the virtual machine:

4. Open VFC and click Password Bypass

5. Click Select VM, locate the desired virtual machine (VMX file) and then click Open:

6. If prompted, select the target system partition (this is only necessary if multiple partitions are present)

7. Click Apply PWB to patch the virtual machine:

   TIP: The message “No associated memory file (*.vmem) present” indicates the VM is not in a suspended start. Please launch the VM, wait for it to boot and suspend it using VMware before trying again.

8. If the process is successful, click Resume VM

9. Attempt to login to any local account using any password

   TIP: This process cannot be used for Windows “live” accounts. Please use the GPR feature to access such accounts. This is described later in this guide.
Troubleshooting PWB

In some cases, VFC PWB may not be successful. For instance, this can happen if the guest Windows edition/revision has not been encountered before. In this case, the “fuzzy logic” feature may be used to speculatively apply a PWB patch. This may not work in all cases but may be successful if the Windows edition is similar to a previous version.

To use “fuzzy logic”, please proceed as follows:

1. **Setup PWB as described above but do not click Apply PWB**

2. **Tick the “Use fuzzy search logic” checkbox**

3. **Click Apply PWB**

_TIP: In some cases, fuzzy logic may fail or produce false positives that lead to an unusable virtual machine. In this case, try adjusting the slider to make the process more or less strict. Less strict will result in more false positives and may increase the chances of producing an unviable VM._

In some cases, PWB may fail even with the “fuzzy logic” option enabled. In this situation, we would suggest you try the following:

1. **Check that you are using the latest PWB definition file:**
   a. The current PWB file is shown at the bottom of the PWB tab:

   ![Using PWB definition file](image)

   b. Please visit the VFC website and check if a newer PWB file is available
   c. Please see the VFC FAQ for PWB definition installation instructions

2. **Try the Generic Password Reset (GPR) feature. This supports a wider range of scenarios than the original VFC PWB feature including “live” accounts**

3. **Use the password hashes to crack the original password**

4. **Send VFC Technical Support a copy of relevant Windows system files from the guest OS. This does not include any confidential or case-specific data. To do this: Click **Extract Data** and follow the on-screen instructions to generate a VFC5.PWB file**
Generic Password Reset feature (GPR) for Live ID account access

The Generic Password Reset (GPR) feature provides a powerful alternative to the original VFC PWB feature. It uses a completely different technique that can be used to make permanent account and password changes:

- Change Windows online “live” user accounts to “local” user accounts
- Reset password for local accounts to a known value
- Launch a Command Prompt with system-level privileges

GPR operates by injecting a VFC software component directly into a Windows-based virtual machine. This feature is enabled by default and may be disabled using the VFC Options dialog. GPR displays a console (text) application on the login screen which can be used to list and manipulate user accounts and launch a system (root) command-prompt.
The GPR tool usually starts within a few seconds of the logon desktop being displayed and emits a beep sound as it starts. If the tool is not visible, please try one of the following techniques:

a. Press Alt-Tab to cycle through available applications
b. Press shift five times (Windows XP)
c. Click the Windows Ease of Access icon (Windows Vista and later)

*TIP: If the GPR tool is still not visible, please see the VFC FAQ for troubleshooting tips.*

To use the GPR feature, please select an option from the menu and follow the on-screen instructions.

**Listing local accounts**

To list local accounts with GPR, press 1 and note the **Username** (not display name) field of the desired account:

```
User# : 0
Username: Administrator (Admin)
Display name:
Password reset: Not set
Last logon: Not set
Properties: (Account disabled) (Password never expires)

User# : 1
Username: DefaultAccount (Guest)
Display name:
Password reset: Not set
Last logon: Not set
Properties: (Account disabled) (Blank password permitted) (Password never expires)

User# : 2
Username: defaultuser0 (User)
Display name:
Password reset: 2010-08-02 10:35:11
Last logon: 2010-08-02 10:30:30
Properties: (Account disabled) (Password never expires)

User# : 3
Username: Guest (Guest)
Display name:
Password reset: Not set
Last logon: Not set
Properties: (Account disabled) (Blank password permitted) (User cannot change password) (Password never expires)

User# : 4
Username: virtu (Admin)
Display name: Virtual Forensic
Password reset: 2010-08-02 10:33:18
Last logon: Not set
Properties: (Password never expires)

User# : 5
Username: VDAUtilityAccount (Guest)
Display name:
Password reset: 2010-08-02 10:31:57
Last logon: Not set
Properties: (Account disabled)

6 user accounts found
```
Change local account password to a known value

To change a local account password with GPR, press 2 and enter the **Username** (not the display name) and then a new password:

```
Reset Password
-------------------
Username (ENTER to exit): MD5
Password: Password1
Password successfully changed to 'Password1' (9 characters)
```

In some cases, the new password may not need the password complexity rules of the guest system. In this case, try again with a longer and more complex password (e.g. alphanumeric or with a mix of cases or including some symbols). For example:

```
Reset Password
-------------------
Username (ENTER to exit): MD5
Password: Password
Password “Password” (8 characters) does not meet requirements. Try a more complex password.
```

```
Reset Password
-------------------
Username (ENTER to exit): MD5
Password: Password1
Password successfully changed to "Password1" (9 characters)
```

*TIP: Depending on the security policy settings, you may need to enhance the security of your replacement password before the guest OS will accept it.*

Change “live” account to local account

In some cases, GPR may report that “The system is not authoritative for the specified account”. This typically indicates that the account is a “live” account and cannot be reset using the standard technique:

```
Reset Password
-------------------
Username (ENTER to exit): virtu
Password: 1234
The system is not authoritative for the specified account and therefore cannot complete the operation. Is the account a domain or 'online' account? Suggestion: Try converting 'online' accounts to 'local' accounts and try again.
```

In this case, press X to convert the “live” (online) account to a local account and then press R to restart the guest OS:
When the system has restarted, press 2 to repeat the previous procedure and reset the newly converted local account password:

```
Reset Password
-----------
Username (ENTER to exit): virtu
Password: 1234
Password successfully changed to "1234" (4 characters)
```

**GPR tips and tricks**

The GPR feature is very powerful and loads each time the VM starts. The following GPR features may also be useful:

- **Menu C** – Launches a system-level (root) command prompt. This can be used for a variety of tasks including running third-party tools, creating additional user accounts or extracting/cracking the SAM (user accounts) registry key

- **Menu U** – Uninstalls the GPR tool so that it no longer launches at start-up. We recommend using this option before creating a standalone clone VM

- **Menu R** – Restarts the guest system. This is necessary after converting “live” accounts to local accounts

- **Menu Q** – Quits the GPR tool for the current session. The tool will be available again after the VM has been restarted. Alternatively, you can minimise the GPR window and restore it using the Alt-Tab keys.

Please note, neither PWB nor GPR currently support bypass of domain authenticated passwords. This is a focus of on-going research and we hope to provide a solution in the future.
Standalone VM tab

The **Standalone VM** tab may be used to copy an existing VFC virtual machine into a standalone VM that is independent of VFC. This may be useful if you wish the VM to be used by other team members or exhibited in court or similar. The new VM is free-standing and does not require the original image files, VFC Mount or other mount tools.

![Standalone VM tab in VFC](image)

**TIP:** A standalone VM may take some time to generate and, once created, will no longer have access to the features of VFC. We recommend that you configure the VM fully using VFC before using this feature. Typically, this may mean resetting account password using PWB or GPR, updating drivers and installing VM Tools.

**TIP:** Please remember that a standalone VM is a copy of the original VM at a point in time. Subsequent changes to the standalone copy will be retained in the copy and it will no longer be a (forensic) copy of the original material.

Preparation for standalone clone VM

Before creating a VM Standalone Clone, we recommend that you complete the following:

1. Install VMware Tools

![VMware Tools](image)

2. Reboot the VM and resolve any outstanding missing drivers. Repeat this process until the VM starts cleanly as does not display a message similar to this:
3. Reset passwords to known values. This can be achieved using one of the following techniques:

   a. Use the VFC GPR tool to convert Windows “live” accounts to “local” accounts and permanently change passwords

      Or

   b. Use the VFC PWB feature to attain temporary system access and then change passwords using the built-in Windows tools

4. Cleanly shutdown the VM

   **TIP:** You must shut down the VM in VMware before you can use the Standalone VM feature

Creating the standalone clone VM

Once the procedures above have been performed, please proceed as follows to create a standalone VM:

1. Open VFC and click **Standalone VM**

2. Click **Select VM**, locate the desired virtual machine (VMX file) and then click **Open**:

3. Click **Select Target** and choose a location for the target virtual machine (VMX file)

4. Click **Export Clone**
Launching the standalone clone VM

Following the creation of the standalone clone VM, you can copy the new VM to another folder or backup medium and then launch it independently using VMWare Player / Workstation.

In some cases, the following message may be displayed when the VM is first started. Please click **I Copied It** to continue:

![Image of the message](image-url)
Settings / Tools tab

The Settings / Tools tab may be used to configure the host system for use with VFC and VMware. The principal use of this tab is to modify the host system mount behaviour to avoid the notorious “Physical Disk In Use” (PDIU) error in VMware:

This error occurs because the host Windows system can attempt to mount the emulated physical disk used by VFC/VMware and then lock it. This prevents VMware from acquiring exclusive access to the disk and leads to the VMware error message “Physical drive already in use”:

TIP: We recommend using VFC Mount as the preferred mount tool because it contains features which have been specifically designed to minimise this problem and improve compatibility with VMware. This feature may not be available in third-party mount tools.

To resolve this problem please proceed as follows:

1. Unmount any existing images, close your mount tool and close VFC
   
   NB: You can quit VFC Mount by right-clicking on the notification area icon and selecting “Exit”. Alternatively, reboot your machine.

2. Re-start VFC and navigate to the Settings/Tools tab

3. Tick the Disable automatic mounting checkbox. This disables the default Windows behaviour.
   
   NB: It will also mean that future drives mounted on your system are not automatically assigned drive letters. You can assign them manually via the Windows Disk Manager tool

4. Click the Discard Offline Mount Points button and follow the on-screen instructions. This discards the Windows history of previously mounted disk/drive letter assignments. It ensures that any images previously mounted on the system are forgotten and will not auto-mount again in the future.
5. Start **VFC Mount**. This has the same checkbox and it should already be ticked:

![VFC Mount settings](image)

**TIP:** Occasionally, Windows can lock a disk and refuse to release it. If this happens (including with VFC Mount) try rebooting the host system. This will resolve the problem in most cases. The following article from VMware provides more technical information on the issue:

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2046678

**Mount / Explore VM tab**

The **Mount / Explore VM** tab may be used to mount an existing virtual machine disk and manipulate the file system that it contains. This can be used to conveniently transfer files both to and from the VM and make other configuration changes before starting the virtual machine:

![Mount / Explore VM tab](image)

The feature is very powerful but could also inadvertently expose the host (examination) system to files and programs within the guest VM environment. For this reason, we recommend that the feature is used cautiously and only after assessing the risks involved. The feature currently has the following requirements and limitations:

- The VM must be in a shutdown state (not running or suspended)
- The VM must be unmounted before attempting to use other VFC features or VMware
- Only Windows-compatible file systems (FAT and NTFS) are currently supported
- Copy / Paste outside of VFC is limited because VFC runs as an elevated (administrator) process and Windows Explorer typically does not. To avoid problems, we recommend only using the user interface within VFC for copy/paste.
GPT partitions are not currently supported

To explore a VM file system, please proceed as follows:

1. Click the **Mount / Explore VM tab**

2. Click **Select VM**, locate the desired virtual machine (VMX file) and then click **Open**:

   ![Select VM and Open VM dialog]

3. If prompted, select the target system partition (this is only necessary if multiple partitions are present)

4. Click **Explore VM** and wait for the mount operation to complete (this will typically take a few seconds):

   ![Explore VM dialog]

5. Read the security warning and, if you wish to continue, click **Yes**:

   ![Security warning dialog]

6. Use the file system dialog to copy/paste files and make any required system changes

   **TIP:** We recommend confining file operations to within the dialog. Do not try to copy/paste from the dialog to Windows Explorer or vice versa. This will typically fail unless Windows Explorer is also running as an elevated process.
7. If necessary, click **Command Prompt** to open a command prompt on the target file system. This may be useful to perform more complex modifications.

    **TIP:** Please remember to close the command prompt when finished and before attempting to unmount the VM.

8. When finished, click **Close** to unmount the VM.
Experiencing the original user’s Desktop

Following the successful creation of a virtual machine and bypass of user passwords, you should be able to login to the desired user account and experience the user’s original desktop environment.

Depending on the original hardware and the number of changes made by VFC, it is quite likely that you will experience several operating system prompts to install new hardware and sometimes to reboot. If the VM is stable, and you only intend to access it briefly, you can usually safely ignore these prompts. However, if the VM is not fully usable or you intend to use the system for a prolonged period or to create a standalone VM, we recommend that you install VMware Tools, complete any outstanding driver installation and if prompted, reboot. This will typically result in a more stable and usable virtual machine experience.

Installation of VMware Tools can resolve problems such:

- Incorrect screen resolution / colour display
- Jumpy mouse
- Poor VM performance

You may also like to manually modify the following:

- Screen resolution
- Enable/disable sound
- Enable networking (with caution)

Please see the section below for tips on installing VMware Tools.
VMware Tools Installation

In most instances, we recommend the installation of VMware Tools. This will typically take a minute or two. To install, please proceed as follows:

1. Click the **VM/ Install VMware Tools** (other methods are also available):

![Image of VMware Tools installation]

2. Follow the on-screen prompts

3. If prompted, **Restart** the guest OS

**TIP:** Installing VMware Tools will typically generate a Windows System Restore checkpoint. This may lead to the deletion of a previous checkpoint and associated data. If this may be relevant to the specific case, we would suggest that you avoid installing VMWare Tools.

**TIP:** Use of Windows System Restore to a previous point-in-time will also uninstall VMWare Tools and may lead to an unbootable VM. In this case, use the **Patch VM/ Restore Point** tab to fix the VM and then install VMware Tools again if necessary. An example of this scenario is given below.

Detailed information on VMware Tools is available in the VMware Workstation User’s Manual:

Example: Using Windows System Restore and VFC Patch VM / Restore Points tab

It may be desirable to use the Windows System Restore feature to “rewind” a VM to a previous point-in-time. In many cases, this will lead to the VM becoming unbootable because the system restore process will also remove the compatibility changes made by VFC. The following section explains how to use System Restore and then the VFC Patch VM / Restore Points tab to repair the VM so that it be used within VMware again.

The following example is for Windows XP. A similar process may be used for later operating system:

1. Launch the Windows System Restore utility:

2. Follow the on-screen prompts to select a restore point and then wait for the restore process to complete (this may take some time):
3. Re-start the VM and confirm that it starts normally. It may enter a reboot loop or fail with a message similar to the following:
4. This behaviour is very common and occurs because the VMware storage drivers that were injected into the VM by VFC have been removed.

5. To resolve this problem, **Power Off** the virtual machine (do not suspend it):

![Power Off dialog in VMware Workstation](image)

6. Open the **Patch VM / Restore Points** tab in VFC:

![Patch VM / Restore Points tab](image)

7. Follow the instructions in the earlier section to repair the VM and then launch it again.

8. Restart the VM
Re-Open an existing VM

VFC allows an existing virtual machine to be re-opened and launched in VMware. This can be done using either the Open Existing VM button on the Create VM tab or via one of the Launch VM tabs located elsewhere within VFC:

![Open Existing VM button]

![Launch VM button]

These buttons are provided for convenience and allow you to quickly use the virtual machine after creating or modifying it using VFC. You can also achieve the same outcome by launching the VM directly with VMware.

*TIP: Please remember that a VFC created virtual machine relies on one or more emulated physical disks. These are provided by VFC Mount or other third-party mount tools. Please remount any requires images (in the same order) before attempting to launch a VM.*
VFC also supports a command-line interface (CLI). This can be used to automate certain VFC tasks and is typically used in batch processes that image and then create virtual machines with little manual intervention. The supported commands can be displayed by using the \texttt{VFC5.EXE /?} Command:

![VFC v5 CLI syntax](image)

The \texttt{VFC Integration components} for EnCase and X-Ways Forensics use the VFC CLI interface. Please see the section below for further details. The \texttt{/MOUNT} and \texttt{/UNMOUNT} commands directly interface with the VFC Mount too. This avoids the need to separately launch VFC Mount.

In some cases, it may be useful to directly command VFC Mount via the CLI interface. To view the supported syntax, use the command: \texttt{VFCMOUNT32.EXE /?} or \texttt{VFCMOUNT64.EXE /?:}

![VFC Mount v5 CLI syntax](image)
VFC CLI integration with third-party forensic analysis tools

VFC ships with integration components for the following third-party analysis tools:

- X-Ways Forensics X-Tension (v18 and later)
- EnCase EnScript (v6 and later)

The integration components allow you to directly launch VFC from within the above forensic analysis suites and quickly create and launch a virtual machine from the case files.

The integration components are located in the Integration sub-folder of the VFC installation:

![Integration sub-folder](image)

Whilst the integration components operating in different ways, they all ultimately provide the same functionality:

- Directly mount supported case image files in VFC Mount (.E01, .Ex01 etc.) *
- Prepare VFC environment for VM creation
- Allow a VM to be created and booted in ~ 2 minutes

* Currently the EnCase EnScript only supports .E01 and .Ex01 format images. This is a limitation of EnCase. The X-Ways Forensics X-Tension supports any formats supported by both by X-Ways and VFC Mount. In some cases (e.g. .AFF4) a third-party plug-in may be required to enable specific image support in X-Ways.

**TIP:** Before attempting to use the third-party integration components, please start VFC, mount an image using VFC Mount and manually create a VM at least once. This ensures all of the underlying features are enabled.
EnCase Integration

Please see your EnCase documentation for detailed instructions on how to install and use EnScripts. The following walkthrough describes the process for EnCase v6 (the instructions for v8 are slightly different). Please proceed as follows:

1. Confirm that VFC/VFC Mount are operational by manually mounting and image and creating a VM at least once.

2. Locate the EnCase EnScript folder

3. Copy the appropriate LaunchVFCvXXX.EnScript from the VFC Integration folder to the EnScripts folder:

4. Restart EnCase

5. EnCase should discover the new EnScript and display it in the EnScript panel (normally bottom right):
6. Create a new EnCase case (or load a previous case) containing the relevant disk image(s)

7. Execute the LaunchVFCvXXX.EnScript. This will:
   - Mount each supported image in VFC Mount
   - Launch VFC and prepare to create the VM

8. Follow the normal VFC process to select any remaining VM options and create the VM
X-Ways Forensics Integration (XWF)

Please see your X-Ways (XWF) documentation for detailed instructions on how to install and use third-party X-Tension DLLs. The following walkthrough describes the process for X-Ways v18. Please proceed as follows:

1. Locate the EnCase VFC5\Integration\XWF folder

   ![Folder screenshot]

   **TIP:** It may be helpful to copy this folder path to the clipboard.

2. Note the DLL appropriate for your XWF environment. This will be one of:
   - For 32-bit XWF use: XT_VFC5_32.DLL
   - For 64-bit XWF use: XT_VFC5_64.DLL

3. Open XWF (v18 or later)

4. Navigate to the Tools/Run X-Tensions menu
5. Click + and browse to the folder containing the XT_VFC5_xx.DLL files:
6. Select the appropriate DLL and click **OK**:

![Select Module window](image)

**TIP:** There is no need to copy the DLL file to the X-Ways folder. Just point XWF at the "Integration" folder. This will ensure you get the latest X-Tension the next time you upgrade VFC.

To use the X-Tension in XWF proceed as follows:

1. Confirm that VFC/VFC Mount are operational by manually mounting and image and creating a VM at least once.

2. Create a new XWF (or load a previous case) containing the relevant disk image(s)

3. Navigate to the **Tools / Run X-Tensions** menu

4. Double click the **XT_VFC5_xx.DLL** file and follow the on-screen prompts. This will:
   - Mount each supported image in VFC Mount
   - Launch VFC and prepare to create the VM

5. Follow the normal VFC process to select any remaining VM options and create the VM